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Introduction

In three years, according to the International Data Corporation (IDC), worldwide spending on the technologies and 
services that enable digital transformation will reach $1.97 trillion. Moreover, by 2020, 30 percent of G2000 companies 
will have allocated capital equal to at least 10 percent of their annual revenue to fuel their digital strategies, as CIOs 
and CTOs come to recognize digital transformation as a long-term investment.
As George Westerman, a Principal Research Scientist with the MIT Sloan Initiative on the Digital Economy, has 
commented, “Digital transformation marks a radical rethinking of how an organization uses technology, people and 
processes to radically change business performance.”

Less radically perhaps, some C-suite executives use the term “digital transformation” to describe their businesses’ 
modernization efforts, including moving from legacy architectures, on-premise systems and waterfall development of 
software to the cloud, API-driven microservices, and Agile methodologies. However, these shifts alone do not define 
an organization’s digital journey.

While hybrid cloud and advanced data analytics are also perceived as key transformative technologies, emerging 
technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML) and the Internet of Things (IoT) are also 
considered business-critical digital transformation capabilities. IDC research finds  that 80 percent of enterprises have 
considered digital transformation as a core strategy while the rest have recognized its importance in the near future. 
And yet for many enterprises, especially companies that face stringent compliance and regulatory requirements 
such as healthcare and financial services organizations, digital transformations are lagging or even failing for several 
reasons. Among these are poor leadership, disconnects between IT and business units, cultural entrenchment 
characterized by low levels of employee engagement, and substandard technical operations.
Before embarking on a digital transformation journey, companies should answer the critical question of what 
business outcomes they want to achieve for their customers because that’s the lodestar that should guide their 
journey. Hence, this eBook will present a framework for the CIO and CTO approaching digital transformation and act 
as a guide for understanding some of the technologies and methodologies their companies will face along that path.

The Destination and Drivers of Digital Transformation

Digital transformation holds the potential to influence every function of your organization, including technology, 
operations, finance, purchasing, sales and marketing, and even human resources. But before we consider the mile 
markers of your company’s journey towards digital transformation, let’s first look at its proposed destination, and just 
who and what are along for the ride.

Make no mistake, the most important passenger on this journey is the customer. After all, the end goal is to foster 
a culture of innovation and develop the ability to introduce new products and services that continue to meet their 
needs. This, in turn, provides the strongest argument for your company to embark on its digital transformation.

Internally, digital transformation will increase profitability by reducing costs; enhance collaboration between business 
functions; and ensure that decision-making processes become more efficient through better data management 
across the organization. Externally, it will improve services to customers by enabling the digitalization of business 
processes, and increase demand by opening up new revenue opportunities.
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Transforming Movie Night, Globally

There is perhaps no better example of a successful digital transformation than the one in your own living room. Netflix 
started out in the late ‘90s as a DVD mail order service and ultimately disrupted the entire brick-and-mortar video 
rental business. Did your children ever experience shuffling across linoleum floors under fluorescent lighting while 
struggling to pick a title for movie night among dusty shelves? They probably didn’t, and you can probably barely 
remember the Blockbuster experience yourself.

Not long after Netflix entered the DVD mail order market, digital innovation mainstreamed streaming video, bringing a 
whole host of entertainment options as close as your mouse and, eventually, the remote control on your coffee table. 
Early adopters, raised on YouTube, which launched in 2005, would ultimately be given a name — “cord-cutters” — and 
Netflix took notice, introducing its own streaming service in 2007. Today, the company competes with traditional 
broadcast and cable television networks as well as theatrical release production studios by offering a growing library 
of on-demand content at affordable prices. 

Netflix-produced movies may not screen at Cannes because the festival insists film premieres must first receive 
French theatrical distribution, but they now regularly receive Oscar nominations and have even won Hollywood’s 
most coveted prize. More importantly to Netflix customers, these hot new shows and feature films can be viewed on a 
50-inch flat screen, a desk or laptop, or in the palm of one’s hand. 

However, digitization provided Netflix the ability not only to stream video content directly to customers on any device, 
but also to gain unprecedented insight into their viewing habits and preferences. The company uses advanced data 
analytics to inform everything from the design of its user experience to the development of new series and films. 

Today, Netflix’s Over-the-Top (OTT) streaming service has more than 139 million paid subscribers worldwide across 
a footprint of more than 190 countries. This is but one example of digital transformation captured in a freeze frame: 
taking advantage of available digital technologies to inform and drive how a business operates, innovate products 
and services, and expand existing and penetrate new markets.

So, let’s take a closer look at Big Data and its nearest technological ally, the cloud.

Embracing Big Data and the Cloud

Big Data refers to extremely large datasets that are difficult to analyze with traditional tools, which includes both 
structured and unstructured data, or information that doesn’t reside in a traditional row-column database. 
Unstructured data encompasses text as well as multimedia content such as Microsoft Word documents, PowerPoint 
presentations, web pages, email, photos, and even audio and video files.

A core driver of digital transformation, advanced data  analytics technology is already assisting companies to store, 
process and analyze massive quantities of unstructured data, while directly influencing everything from product and 
service development to supply chain operations. Along with media and entertainment, a host of organizations in other 
industry sectors, including agriculture, automotive, education, financial services, healthcare and manufacturing, now 
tap into the power of data analytics as an essential element of their digital transformation. 
Walmart, the world’s largest retailer, was one of the first companies to utilize large quantities of data to increase 
revenue. They accomplished this by recording product availability as data, which allowed suppliers to manage and 
monitor sales, as well as inventory and gross profit margins.

Combined with the cloud, advanced data analytics offers enterprises of all types tremendous business value. Prior to 
the cloud era, business processes were mired in silos. The interdepartmental sharing of insight was difficult, business 
unit coordination was cumbersome, and the transference of large amounts of data moved at a glacial pace. The cloud 
has reduced many of these limitations, making it easy and efficient for teams to collaborate across great distances and 
to widely share data, ideas, and information. 
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Unlike traditional IT infrastructure, which typically can’t keep pace with large volumes of data in varying speeds and 
types, cloud computing provides flexible infrastructure that can readily scale according to an organization’s needs 
while optimally managing workloads. Additionally, the combination of data and cloud technology delivers value by 
reducing the cost of ownership. By virtue of its pay-per-use model, cloud computing shifts capital expenditures into an 
operational expense. 

Take, for example, the task of deriving insight from customer analytics. By combining the cloud and advanced data 
analytics, companies can quickly and efficiently gather information from multiple points of reference, including 
sales, marketing and web analytics; clickstream data; call center; and inventory sources. By eliminating the need to 
overburden their own servers, cloud-based applications enable companies to seamlessly compile, analyze and refine 
this data, ultimately empowering them to act upon it as the customer dictates.

SECURING DATA IN FINANCIAL SERVICES AND HEALTHCARE ENVIRONMENTS

Any discussion of Big Data would be remiss to not address the vulnerabilities and concerns of security for highly 
regulated industries like financial services and healthcare. As larger and larger amounts of financial data and 
healthcare records are collected to enhance business processes and improve customer service and patient care, a 
vast amount of data is stored by these organizations. If not properly secured, the IT environments of financial services 
firms and healthcare providers can be exposed to potentially costly security incidents and data breaches.

It is incumbent upon financial services and healthcare organizations to first conduct a comprehensive risk assessment 
to determine where to focus their security strategies. Today, it is common for businesses in each of these sectors to 
use multiple applications and third-party providers as part of an ever expansive workflow. By knowing where data is 
located and who has access to it, CIOs, CTOs and CISOs (Chief Information Security Officers) are better able to lay a 
foundation for additional security tools and data protection strategies. The compliance and regulatory environments 
under which both financial services and healthcare organizations operate also brings with it substantial data security 
imperatives, including the consideration of public cloud. Now, while the public cloud might make some financial and 
healthcare organizations skittish, there are many more security features within the public cloud that makes it a better 
option then an on-prem solution.

While it is beyond the scope of this eBook to examine data security and privacy in any depth, interestingly enough, 
Big Data is already being used in the financial services sector to proactively detect and prevent fraud. So is Artificial 
Intelligence (AI), which can now monitor your credit card transactions to spot fraudulent purchasing. In the healthcare 
sector, AI is able to identify certain types of cancers with a level of accuracy equal to that of a human pathologist. This 
brings us to our next mile marker on the enterprise journey towards digital transformation.

Artificial Intelligence: No Longer Science-Fiction 

According to IDC, by the end of 2019, 40 percent of all digital transformation initiatives will be related to AI. Moreover, 
the research firm predicts, the most effective IoT applications will be supported by AI capabilities because the data 
that derives from IoT devices and digital transformation projects will have limited value without the AI technologies 
needed to mine valuable information from the data.

Broadly defined, AI is the ability of a computer to acquire knowledge, learn, and develop an autonomous decision-
making capacity, which allows it to solve problems and understand the phenomena of a complex operating 
environment. In practice, this means the development of computer systems able to perform tasks normally requiring 
human intelligence, including visual perception, speech recognition, and language translation. While popular 
associations of AI may conjure up HAL 9000, the computer antagonist in the film classic, “2001: A Space Odyssey,” or 
more recently the cyborg assassin played by former California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger in “The Terminator” 
franchise, it’s clear that today’s AI applications are far more benevolent in their relationship to humankind.
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AI is widely used in the retail sector, where conversation intelligence software enables companies to interact with 
customers and follow up leads by analyzing and segmenting sales calls using speech recognition and natural language 
processing (NLP). Very often, chatbots and virtual customer assistants allow retail and eCommerce companies to run 
a customer service unit 24/7 and answer basic questions without the involvement of human staff. Needless to say, 
chatbots and virtual customer assistants need never take a lunch break or two weeks off for vacation. 

Other real-world examples of AI and deep learning (a branch of AI that mimics the activity in the neocortex, the part of 
the brain where thinking occurs) include the following:

• PayPal reduced its fraud rate to 0.32% of revenue using a sophisticated deep learning system that analyzes 
transactions in real time.

• The Babylon AI doctor app uses speech recognition to consult with patients, check their symptoms against a 
database, and recommend treatment.

• Google Translate leverages deep learning to provide the most accurate translation between any two languages.
• The Department of Energy is developing an AI-enabled application to prevent or minimize electric grid failures 

by installing an autonomous grid that quickly responds to disruptive events.
• The University of Michigan utilizes an automated text analysis program that reviews students’ writing 

submissions, evaluates their composition abilities, and recommends revisions.

Let Maven Wave Guide Your Company’s Digital Transformation

Maven Wave assists clients in their journey towards digital transformation through a unique blend of strategic 
insight, business knowledge, and technology expertise. The adoption of transformative technologies such as data 
analytics, Artificial Intelligence, machine learning, and the Internet of Things can provide additional functionality 
and insights into customer preferences and demands. However, successful business outcomes require change 
management disciplines that drive the desired shift in human behaviors. While technologies create opportunities, it’s 
interdependent teams supported by leadership that deliver business results. 

Whether your company has just embarked on its digital transformation or you are currently challenged by a roadmap 
for which there is no available GPS, Maven Wave can help you navigate the process with greater clarity, certainty, and 
confidence.

MAVENWAVE.COM

Reach out to Maven Wave to begin your company’s 
journey towards digital transformation.


